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Dear Ms. McConnell: 
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Please find below and enclosed the detailed comments of Murray Energy Corporation 
(and its trade association, the Bituminous Coal Operators' Association ("BCOA")), BHP Billiton 
San Juan Coal Company (a business unit of BHP Billiton, Inc.), and lnterwest Mining Company, 
(the business unit of PacifiCorp responsible for providing management and support services to 
PacifiCorp's Bridger Coal Mining Company) (hereinafter "the Companies") on MSHA's 
Request for Information on Refuge Alternatives for Underground Coal Mines (the "RA RFI"), 
published in the Federal Register for August 8, 2013. 1 The Companies operate large 
underground longwall mines located throughout the United States in West Virginia, Kentucky, 
Ohio, Illinois, Wyoming, Utah, and New Mexico. These mines employ thousands of highly paid 
miners; and in the rural areas in which they are located, these mines also function as centers of 
economic wcll~bcing and stability for their communities. 

1 78 Fed. Reg. 48,593. 
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In the August 8, 2013 Federal Register notice, comments on the RA RFJ were rcq ucstcd 
by October 7, 2013. I lowcvcr. for a variety of reasons, among the most important of which was 
!hi.! evolving state or research by the National Institute !'or Occupational Safety and I Jealth 
C'N I OS 11") on refuge allcrnalivcs ("RAs"), al the request of the Companies and others, MS I J A 
ex tended the comment period on several occasions. We briclly describe this evolving research 
arnl MS! !A's sometimes inexplicable reaction to it in the Introduction to our comments set 
forth immediately below. The comment period is now set to expire today.2 

I. INTROlllJCTION 

J\t the outset. the Companies want MSJ IA to know that they are all currently in full 
compliance with the mandatory safety standards for R/\s set fo11h in 30 C.F.R. Part 75, as 
published in the Federal Register for Dect.mbcr 31, 2008.3 Indeed, nI IP Hilliton San Juan Coal 
Mine is one or the handful or coal mine operators nationwide that has voluntarily installed buill
in-plac<.: <mtby RAs located underpround. for which it has obtained approval by MSHA per the 
requin.:menls of30 C.l·'.R. Part 7. The Companies al::;o want to remind MSUA that their 
compliance did not cornc easily. They invested millions of dollars to purchase, in.stall, and 
maintain their currently deployed J1cets of in by portable RJ\s, and to train thl:!ir miners in the use 
of those portable RJ\s in the event they would !ind themsel vcs unabk to escape from a mine fire, 
explosion, or other underground emergency. 5 

Jn addition. the Companies were intimately involved in working with the National 
Mining As~ociation ("NM/\"), to which all of' thc Cnmpanies belong, in prcpuralion of the 
N MA 's Emergency Rulcmaking Petition ("NMJ\ Petition") sent to MSHI\. Assistant Sccn.:tury 
Jo::;~ph A. Main on October 22. 2013. Thal Petition is enclosed with these comments as 
Enclosure/\.. In ad<lition, having reviewed the comments or the NMA on this RPI, the 
Companies i:tre pleased that those comments Hre generally consistent with this Jetkr. 

_ _______ ... _____ _ 
2 See 79 Feel. Reg. 59, 167 (W0d., Oct. l, 2014). 
3 73 Feel. Reg. 80,698. 
''Currently, ten built-in-place Part 7-upprovcd outby RJ\s are in service. with anoth1::r under 
construction. Gatcroad chambers arc built on development and can be utili1.ed during longwall 
mining us ·well. Aiicr the gateroad becomes a tailgate, the chamber ewntually gets consumed by 
the gob. 
5 The Companies· miners are trained. of course, that their first option in th1.;: event of any 
underground emergency is to escape to the surface. i r possible. Only if' they cannot escape, arc 
they tra ined to then seek shelter in their R/\s. 
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Central to the NM/\ Petition were terribly serious concerns (including those of the 
Companies) about··--

• the failure of' MSl IA to timely address the heat, humidity, and purging hazards 
identified by NIOSH in ils still-ongoing and incomplete RA rcscurch discussed in 
the NM/\ Petition, and 

• the failure of MSHA 's Approval & Certification Center ("/\&CC") to approve all 
the brcathuhlc air, air-monitoring, and harmful gas removal components of the 
deployed Heel of inhy portable R.As throughout the underground coal mining 
industry (including the Companies' RAs) that were required by 
JO C.F.R. § 75. l 506(u)(3) lo be approved by January 1, 2014. 

The Companies were (and remain) sorely disappointed about the resource-wasting 
imbroglio generated by these failures. which was further complicated by a series of 
rniscommunications or lack or communications between MSH/\ and NIOSl-1. These 
communications issues o!len seem~d downright hostile on the part of MSH/\. Indeed they were 
so severe that until March 2014. MSII/\ rcl'uscd to participate in a NIOSH RI\ Partnership with 
the NMJ\, the BCOJ\, and the United Mineworkers of J\mcrica C'UMW A"). Only at a ml;!cting 
of the BCOA and UMWA Joint Safety Committee called by Assistant Secretary Main on March 
20, 2014. did the Assistant Secretary, at the combined urging ofthc undersigned and UMWA 
Sa!Cty and Health Director Dennis o·ne1t agree to participate in this vital NIOSl I Partncrship6

. 

Even then the acqui~sccnce seemed lllkewann such that the first NIOSH R/\ Partnership 
Workshop Mcelinf did not take place until May 22, 2014, in Pittsburgh. P/\, with several MSI IA 
observers pre.sent. The NIOSI-1 PowerPoint pn:senlalions from that m~cting are part of these 
comffients at Enclosure C. The Companies believe the Workshop was very useful as a key step 
toward answering a number of the questions posed by this RA RFL We mge MSHA to ruvicw 
these N!OSI-1 presentations with thut in mind. 

In addition to this May 2014 Workshop, during the interval between the filing of the 
NM/\ petition and the Workshop, in March 2014. NIOSI-1 had published two vitally important 
sister Reports of Investigations ("RI") on the aforementioned hazards on heat, humidity, and 
purging. While the essence of these Rls had been identified in the last half'of2013, it was only 
when they were published that the Companies and others had the opportunity lo stu<ly an<l fully 

ci See the enclosed kttcr of May 23, 2014 from E<lwurd M. Green to Assistant Secretary IVluin at 
Enclosure H. 
7 Id. Enclosure B. 
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appreciulc their significance. These Rls (which the Companies incorporate by reference in our 
comments) urc us follows: 

• RJ 9694, Investigation of Purging and Airlock Contaminathm of' Mobile Re.fi1ge 
Alt<!nwtiws; and 

• RI 9695, Investigation q(Temperature Rise in Mobile Rejitge Alternatives. 

In addition, during this same intcrvuL NIOSI I offered for peer review an important draJl 
RI on Recommendations to Facilitate 1he Use <~/Ruilt-in-place Re_/i1ge Alternatives in 
Mines. Representatives of the Companies served as peer reviewers of the dra11 RI. The final 
version or this publication was just posted on the N IOSH website this morning; however, the 
Companies haw not had any Li1nc to read and understand in any meaningful wuy, what the 
Compani~s expccl will be a si::minal analysis.8 

The lcist key event that has taken place be:.:twccn the publication of' the RA RFI in 
October 2013 und today was the February I 0, 20 J 5 meeting of the NlOSI I R/\ Partnership. That 
meeting is vitally important for the following two reasons: 

1. for the first lime (the Comp<.1nies believe), all stakeholders participated in the 
meeting -

• RA manufacturers 
• underground coal mine operators 
• thcUMWJ\ 
• NIOSH researchers 
• NIOSI I contract researchers 
• other academics 
• MSl-l/\ obserwrs; and 

2. thi.: sum and subslcince or all till· scicntilic research being carried out hy NIOSH 
and its conlrnctors was presented und discussed by the owr 70 participants at the 

8 Tht: fact that this new RI has just been made public is among the reasons why the Companies 
urge MSI IA to keep the R/\ RFI Docket open for an extended period of time, as we discuss in 
Section II or these comrncnts. For present purposes, however, the new RI is RI 9698, entitkd, 
FucilifatinR the U\·e <4Built-inplace J«~fi1ge Alternatives in iV!ines. RI 9698 can he accessed at 
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/mining/UserFilcs/works/pdfs/2015-114.pdf. The Companies ask 
MSI fl\ to make RT 9698 a part ol'the r~cor<l of this RFJ now, and to subsequently accept 
comments on it in this docket. as necessary. 
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meeting. including the undersigned fo r the Companies. The presentations given 
at the meeting and other materials (including a roster of atkmkes) are provided, 
in Enclosure D, as part of the Companies' comments and are discussed further 
hclow. /\.s were the PowcrPoint presentations from the M<.1y 22, 2014 RA 
Workshop, these matt::rials, too. me oikn responsive lo the MSJ IA RA RFl; and 
we encourage MSJ IA to revi1.:w them carefully. 

This abovG-dcscribc<l series or events all led the Companies and others to request the 
series or extensions or deadlines for comments on MSH/\.'s RA RFI. As we next explain. the 
ongoing work of the NJOSI I RA Partnership is so critical that the Companies believe it will 
serve as lhe foundation f'or the next generation of RAs lo be deployl:d underground. ·r o best 
inform MSH/\., as we discuss bdow, the Companies urge MSHA to keep the dockl.!t of this RA 
Rfl open so that it may serve as a central repository for the benefit of all stakeholders pending 
completion of the NIOSJ I R/\ Partnership's work. 

II. lJRGI~NT NEED TO l<EEP THE JlA IU'I DOCKET OPgN FOR AN EXTENDED 
PERIOD OF TIME PJi:NDING Tlrn WORK OF THJ1: NIOSH RA PARTNERSHIP 

Because or the importance of the work of the NJOSJ-f RA Partnership, the Companies 
urge MSJ I/\ to promp!ly and specifically publish a notice in the Federal Register announcing that 
lhe <locket for this RA R Fl will be kept open for an extended period of ti1nc pending the work of 
the NIOSI I RA Partnership.9 

Keeping this RA RF! docke1 open is vital because 1he Compuniesfirmzv believe tfw/ it is 
the scientific.: work of"NJOS!l, through fhe RA PartnershifJ, that will ultimately lead to lhe 
answers lo 1he 3 I l}t11Jslio11s MST-IA has posed in its RA RF/. In fight <~/the centrality <~{the wurk 
<d.this Partnership, the Companiesjirm~v helieve the Partnership is hest equipped to develop the 
re.~ponses to M.)'/ IA',\' inquiril!s. 

N!OSH Re.fi1ge Alternative Partnership Scient~fic Research-

We say that because the substance of the scienlilic research heing carried out by N!OSl [ 
and its cnntractors is such that we arc hopeful it wi 11 demonstrate a tedrnolugieal foundation for 
MS! lA to make important improvements to the agency's rd'ugc alternative rules that 
stakeholders (.especially mine operators) can support. Frankly, although the short time 
constraints dictated by the MINER Act for NlOS l l's study or R/\s and for MS! !A's RA 
rulcrnaking were tcchnology-f(m.:ing. they were also unreasonable. JO At this time, with years of 

9 The Companies will memorialize this request via a separate letter to Assistant Secretary Main. 
10 MINER /\ct § 13, Res<!arch Concerning Re.luge Alternat;ves, required NIOSI I to prepare and 
submit to the Seeretury of Labor, tbc Secretary of' I kallh and iluman Services, und lhc 
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experience in dealing with IV\s, problems have been identified and are being resolved such that 
N IOSI I's currcnl good science ha:; a reasonable prospect of resulting in sounder RA rules than 
those now in effect. 11 

By way or example, we urge MSl 1/\ to examine the PowcrPoint presentation of an 
overview ofNIOSll's RA research shown at the h:bruary 10, 2015 NIOSH RI\ Partnership 
meeting by R..J. Matelic, PhD., NIOSI-I's Director, Division of Mining Research Operations in 
the Office of Mine Safoly and Heallh Research ("OM Sf-JR''). J\t slide 7 of his presentation, Dr. 
Matelic captures succinctly the NIOSH research published to date as ''Survivability performance 
evaluations that cxmninc<l C02 scrubbing, 0 2 supply, and heat and humidity over 96 hours . .. 
Clmductc<l on WV-approwd chambers al l.NIOSII's] Luke Lynn Laboratory." Dr. Maktic's 
slides arc in Enclosure D to these comments. 

In addition lo thal overview, David S. YanLek, NlOSI-l's Lead Mechanical f·:nginecr for 
RA Research, presented a more detailed report on the research he led on the aforementioned 
issues, as well as his prcli1ninary work on inby built-in-place RAs. That presentation is also 
found in r~nclosure 0, and the Companies recommend that MSH/\ carefully review Mr. Yaotck 's 
first PowcrPoint presentation, entitled "Overview(?!' Prior OMSJ-JR Reji1p,e Alternative Research 
011 J>urgin~, I feat & lhtmidity, and Built-in-plac:e, "especially slides 18 and I 9, with regard to 
potential advantages and disadvantages or built-in-place R/\s. We also urge MS! II\ to study, in 
its entirety, Mr. Yantck's second J>owcrPoint presentation, entitled "Updat<! on OMS!JR Refugtt 
11.lternative Research: 20 J 4 JI eat & lfumidity Research wui 20 I 5 Plann<1d Research." To sum 
up Mr. Yant~k's work, the Companies understand it will be the basis for NIOSH 
rccomm~ndations on: (I) occupancy dcrating of the cu1-ri:ntly deployed fleet of in by tent-type 
portable RAs; (2) testing of rigid portable in by R/\s for heat and humidity issues: and (3) the 
next phase of resean:h for built-in-place RAs. That phase will be greatly augmented, the 
Companies undc:.:rstan<l, by construction of a buill-in~place RA in NlOSI l's Experimental Mine 
on the Bruceton, P J\ Campus. That will allow: (I ) the examination of in-min~ air delivery, 
purging, and heat and humidity issul:s; (2) development or a validated thermal solution modd; 

Congressional Commitlccs of'jurisdiction a report ''including fickl tests, concerning the utility, 
prm:licality, survivability, unJ cost of various refuge alternatives in an underground coal mine 
environment, including commcrcinlly-avuilabk portable refuge chambers." Pub. L. I 09-236. 
§ 13. The MlNER Act was enacted on June 15, 2006. Section 13 required the NIOSH report to 
be submitted in December 2007. NIOSI I met that deadline. In turn, per MINER /\ct§ 13, 
MSllJ\ proposed rules for Re.fi1ge /1/ternativesfiJr Underground Coal Mines on June I 6, 2008 
(73 Fed. Reg. 34.140) and finalized these rules in the Federal Register for December 31, 2008. 
73 Fed. Reg. 80,657. 
11 The Companies note that even in the MINER Act-mandated December 2007 NIOSl.I Resl!11r<:h 
Report on Re:fz1ge l1.fternativ<1s.fi>r Underground Coal Mines, problems were identified. See 
N /OSI/ Research Report at l '.2-13. 
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and (3) investigation of occupancy dernting. Mr. Yanlck' s second presentation then spc! Is out 
the next phases of important RA research to be curried out in 2015. 

Complementing the research being carried out by NIOSH scientists, the agency has 
contracted with private sector researchers on a variety of RA-related activities, as follows: 

• "Design and Construction Considerations for a Compressed Air Linc to a Rel'uge 
Alternati ve," Assistant Professor Jhon Silva and Associate Professor Braden 
Lusk, both of tll~ University of Kentucky; 

• "Thermal Control in Mine Ri.::fugcs." Ed Roscioli of Ch~mbio Sheller, Jnc.; and 

• "Mine Test of a Cryogenic Refuge Altt.:rnativc Supply System (CryoRASS)," 
Donald Doerr, LABTECI l lne., Ed Blalock. BCS Life Support LLC, and David 
Hus, NASA. 

The PowcrPoint pr..::s..::ntat ions of these grnllemcn shown at the l<'cbruary I 0 meeting can also be 
found in Enclosure D. 

Finally. the Compunics believe that MSJ I/\ will find of great interest the PowcrPoint 
presentation or Dave Hules, Manager, Health & Safety Execution, San Ju•m Coal. Company. 
That presentation is also in f<nclosurc D; as is an im1wr!anl compendium of "Discussion 
Poi nts!J'akcaways," compiled by NIOSI I Senior Scientific Advisor I ,cw Wade. The Companies 
commend all of these materia ls to MSJI/\'s close attention. 

/\s the Compunics note above, the reseurch nu.iterials from the Mny 22, 2014 Workshop 
an<l those l"rom the F~hruary I 0, 2015 NIOSH R.1\ Partnership meeting itself are all deserving or 
carcl'ul study and cvalualion by MSllA. Even more importantly, this research will be developed 
l'urlhl!r in peer-reviewed publications. NlOSH has already produced the enormously important 
sister Reports of'lnvcstigation, RI 9694 <ind RI 9695. and now, today. publication of the new RI 
9698 on built-in-place inby RAs has occurred. Furthermore, al the February 10 Partnership 
Meeting, in response to stakeholder concerns ahoul the significant amount or time expended to 
linally publish reports or investigations, NI OSI r management promised to work at finding 
sc ientilic conferences and journals in which to prc5cnl and/or publish N IOSll RA research as 
quickly as possibk. 

When all is said and Jone, thcn.:forc, so much is to be gained hy MSHA keeping this RA 
RF! docket open for an extended period thut the Companies expect MSI IA will welcome our 
n.:quesl um! agree wholt:h~artcdly toil. 
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Participation of all Stakeholders--

Very importantly too, the fact that all stakeholders were present at the February I 0 
Workshop, including key NIOSH and MSHA officials (as Partnership observers), allowed all 
parties to hear first-hand the mutual commitments from NIOSH and MSHA to work together and 
to communicate with one another effectively. 12 That commitment is especially vital in light of 
the discord between the two agencies beginning in the summer of 2013 and the first months of 
2014. The Companies believe these commitments arc crucial to progress in the area ofRAs. 
During this aforementioned period, not only did it appear to the Companies that the two agencies 
were hostile to one another, but also both MSHA and NIOSH met separately with RA 
manufacturers and mine operators. During that time, representatives of the two agencies and the 
other stakeholders were never in the same place at the same time-hence the significance of the 
February I 0 RA Partnership meeting. 

The presence of all parties, combined with the scientific research being carried out under 
the auspices of the NJOSH RA Partnership, not only will allow the work of the Partnership to be 
responsive to the MSHA RA RF/, but will also allow the Partnership 's activities to serve ar; the 
basis for necessary RA regulatory changes. In order to dear the path for this objective, the 
Companies urgently request that MSHA move quickly to publish a notice in the Federal Register 
ettending the December 31, 2018 deadline for MSHA Part 7 approval ofgrandfathered RA 
structures, pending completion of the work of the Partnership and any MSHA ndemaking 
necessary to modify the current RA requirements of 30 C.F.R. Parts 7 and 75. We next discuss 
this further. 

III. URGENT NEED TO NOW EXTEND THE DECEMBER 31, 2018 DEADLINE 
FOR MSHA APPROVAL OF RA STRUCTURES APPROVED BY STATES AND 
ACCEPTED RY MSHA IN APPROVED EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
PLANS AND THAT ARE IN Sll:RVICE PRIOR TO MARCH 2, 2009 

As you know, the current MSHA RA rules at 30 C.F.R. § 75.1506(a)(3) require that 
grandfathered prefabricated RA structures must be replaced after December 31, 2018 unless they 
are approved by MSHA, per the requirements of Part 7. That date may sound like it is far off; 
but experience teaches this 33-month period will speed by and the deadline will be upon us all 
too quickly. The research described at the february 10 RA Partnership meeting will need time to 
gestate, bear fruit, and be implemented even if the road ahead runs smoothly. And we must 
recognize the distinct prospects of pitfalls along the way- as is so often the case. 

12 A list of attendees is contained in Enclosure D. 
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No !'art 7-Approved Portable HA Structures--

Furthermore, the Companies understand that currently there are no Parl 7-approved 
port a hie RA structures. Based on the experience in 2013 of untimely Part 7 approval of RA 
components, without blaming any one party, the Companks believe it would be wildly 
optimistic to conclude that lhe MSHA A&CC could test and approve all of these structures by 
December 31, 2018. J\<lditionally, in light of the research presented at the February 10 
Partnership meeting, the r~prcscntativcs of manufacturers of currently deployed portable RAs 
present at the meeting seemed to be distinctly troubkd by the prospect of having to spend time 
and resources on approval or grandfathered structures when these RAs were likely to he 
supplanted by a new generation of R/\s. /\s for the Compunies, MSJ l/\ should hear loud and 
dear that we. too, will have great difficulty in bearing the costs of retrofitting the grandfathered 
RA fleets now deployed underground, only lo then be rcquin.:d by MSI-IA to purchase and install 
a new generation of' R/\s. Such "double-dipping" would he entirely inappropriate at a lime when 
the underground coal mining industry is under great economic stress. 

The Companies, therefore, urge MS! IA to publish a notice in lhe Fc<lcral Register now, 
quickly announcing that this deadline will he extended untjl the completion of any MSI TA 
rulcmaking generated by the NIOSI I RJ\ Partncrnhip platform. That will remove the pressure on 
all pa11ics to meet this unnecessary deadline, conserve the impo11ant, but scarce resources of 
MSI I/\ 's /\&CC, allow lhc NIOSH RA research underway to accomplish its objectives, and in 
no way diminish lhc protections afforded to the Nation's underground coal miners. 13 

Scope mu! Specifics of any New Rulemaki11g-

/\s Vi.>1· the scope and specifics or uny new ru!cmak ing that may be shown to be useful and 
necessary by the activities of the NOSH RA Partnership, it is too early to say; but the Companies 
believe that NIOSH's RA research and the work or the NIOSll RA Partnership are trending 
toward a fleet of lt!\s significantly difforen! from those currently deployed. Indeed, the frank 
Hnd candid discussion at the FcbrL1ary 10 Partnership meeting showed that all participants 
recognized that the NJOSI I research to date and ongoing this year has identified the need for 
improved RAs. To the extent any common threads appeared in this discussion. then:~ appeared to 
be a view toward avoiding any cookie-cutter rules in favor of p~rrormancc-oricnted requirements 
suitable for the conditions at a given mine. 

---·-----
11 The Companies will include this request in the earli1:r notc<l lctter to Assistant Secretary Main 
regarding keeping the RA RFI open pending compktion or RA rulcmakings r~sulling from the 
work of the NIOSl ! RA Partnership. Sec footnote 9, above. 
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A Word about Built-in-Jnby Refitge Alternatives--

Participants al the fcbruary 10 meeting ulso showed great interest in built-in-place: in by 
RAs. ']here w<:1s a general recognition that the need for greater spacing between such RJ\s woulJ 
be an important issue on which to focus. Mindful of the need to address that problem, however. 
it is the experience or the Companies that its miners have littk:. if any, 1.;onfidt:ncc in the eflicacy 
of portable, pre-fabricated RAs. It appears to the Companies that built-in-place units offer 
considerably more attraction to miners than the current 11cct of portable in by RA. These 
discussions and the experiem:e of the Companies provide all the more reason to avojd having the 
/\&CC spend its limited resources on hewing to an obsolete deadline. Instead, the A&CC should 
spend its energies on testing and approving new and improved RA technologies. 

Need/or New Rulemal<ing-

Whether such improved RAs require regulatory chang~s was a question on which 
t:onscnsus was not achieved ul the: Fcbrnary I 0 RA Parlnership rnceti ng. Mosl participants were 
not familiar with MST.I/\ 's rulcmaking process. IJowcvcr, even those who were (including the 
undersigned) had mixed views. ThL: MSH/\ observers present, for example, suggested that 
everything necessary lo be done could be handled under the existing provisions of Part 7-and, 
that, in any event no rulc111~1king could be completed by the end or20l 8. The Companies do not 
ugn.:c that Parl 7 is a panacea for the next generation of approved RJ\s. We do, however, agree 
that any new rulcmaking is highly unlikely lo be complelcd by December 31. :2018. But a good 
start in dcvdoping new rules can be made with in lhat time frame. wi th 01c following concepts in 
mind. 

• First, u thoughtful. careful examination of lhe general requirements or Subpart I\ 
of Part 7 an<l the spccilic provisions of Subpart L (requirnments 1<)r approval or 
RJ\s and components !Or use in underground coal mines) will be ncccssury to 
ensure Part 7 can accommodate the research being performed by NIOSJ I and its 
contractors. For example, since it appears that NI OST I research has or will 
idt:ntily survivability issues regarding C02 scnabbing, 0 2 supply. and heat and 
hum idity over 96 hours. then the Companies must insist that any necessary 
o<.x:upancy deratings must be done via rulemaking in a transparent, 
understandable fashion, with an opportunity for notice and comment by 
sLakeholders and the public. This approach would be for more preferable than, for 
example, the od hol' "Refuge Alternative Safely Alert,'' hurriedly issued by 
MSI II\ on February :26, 2014. 14 

14 J\ copy of this Refugt;: Alternative Safety Alert is found at Enclosure Flo these comments. 
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• Second, and on a related note, to MS! IA's credit, the agency heis a Part 7 
provision designed lo accommodate new knowledge or technology (e.g., a 
cryogenic RA supply system) in section 7.5 I 0 slating that: "MSl IA may approve 
a refuge alternative or component that incorporates new knowledge or technology 
i r the appl ic:.ml demonstrates that the l RAJ or component provides no less 
protection than those meeting the requirements <~/this suhparr." U~mphasis 
added.) The Companies believe this provision is akin to an informal petition for 
modi Ii cation. Howev<:!r, it is berell of' any due process protections designed to 
protect stakeholders from arbitrary decision-making. Such due process must be 
provided. 

• Third. the Companies can envision a need for specific rules applicable to the 
approval and deployment of inby built-in-place R!\s, Both the current Parl 7 and 
the R;\ ruks in Part 75 arc designed for and aimed al portable inby R/\s. Trying 
lo use the current Pan 7 and Part 75 rules to upprove built-in-place inby R!\s is 
like trying to bang square pegs into round holes- they just do not lit! And the 
Companies understand that MSH/\ has not allowed section 7.510 to be applied in 
this situation. 

• Fourth, any new RA rules, whether amendments to Part 7 or Part 75, should be 
performance-oriented to the extent possible. MSI l/\ should avoid cookie-cutter 
solutions and should be mindful of the fact that each underground coal min~ has 
features that arc distincl to the givt!n mint:. 

These ideas ar(: just for starters. The Companks expect that w~ will have additional 
thoughts as NlOSI I IV\ Partnership research continues and should new RI\ rulcmaking be 
undertaken hy MSI 11\. as the Companies believe should lake pla<.:c. 

Finally. the Companies note that any MSI II\ cons ideration of RAs must he considered 
holistically in the context of' the overall problems associated with the escape of coal miners from 
underground coal mines in the event of' a mine fire, explosion, or other lite-threatening 
emergency. In that regard, the Companies note that the seven recommendations on improving 
self-escape fron1 underground coal mines made by the National Research Council's Committee 
on Mine Safety: Essential Components of'Minc Escape, have not received as much attention 
from MS! IA (and N IOSI I} as they should. 15 These r~commcnclations should bc considenxl by 
MSJJ/\ as part of' its work on this RI\ RFI. 

·-----------·-
15 lmprovi11x ."i'e(/:/~s,_:upe .fi·om Underground Coul Mines, the National /\cademies Press, 2013. 
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The Companies also wish to call MSH/\'s attenlion to the very important work being 
done with regard to a new and improved generation of respirators. On this point, the Companies 
incorporate by reference the entirety of their coff1mcnts of March JO, 2015 sent lo the N IOSH 
Docket Office in connection with NIOSl l's Interim Final Rule re Extension of Transition Period 
for Introduction of Closed-Circuit Escape Respirators (''CCERs"). A copy of the cover letter to 
those comments is indudcd as Enclosure F. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, the Companies arc pleased that the relationship between MSHA and 
NIOSll with regard lo R/\ resc'1rch has been repaired from its earlier broken .state in the last half 
of 2013 and the early months of 2014. Speci1kally. the Comp~mics arc happy that MSJlA is 
cooperating as an observer of the NIOS!l RA Partnership because, as partners themselves, the 
Compunies arc convinctd that NIOSI I R/\ Partnership research is the foundation for the ultinrntc 
answers to MSl Ii\ 's R/\ RFI questions and other R/\ questions. 

To ullow the most cffcctiw application of the N JOSH RA Partnership research, the 
Companies urge MSH/\ to keep the RA RFI docket open for an c.;xtcnded period of time so that 
the work oflhc NIOSH Partnership (especially peer-reviewed work published by NIOSH itself' 
or in other pccr-rcJvicwcd journals) can be deposited i.n the docket. This will al.low the docket to 
serve as the foundation for any necessary changes to the RA rnks currently found in 30 C.F.R. 
Parts 7 and 75. 

Likewise. the current regulatory c.lcadlinc in 30 C.F.R. §75. I 506(a)(3) of December 31, 
2018, atler which grandl'<ilhercd RA structures must be approved by MSHA under Part 7, should 
be extended now by MSl-IA in order lo not allow this deadline to dctrnct from implementation of 
the NIOSf-1 R/\ Partnership research and squander the scar<.:e resources of MSHJ\'s /\&CC. RA 
manufacturers, and underground cm1l mine opcrnlors. 

Finally, the Companies wish to remind both MSHA and NfOSI l lo employ n holistic 
approach to craning R/\ solutions. In that regard, the Companies urge the agencies to consider 
the r~cornrncndalions of the Natiom1! Research Council's Committee on Mint Safety: Essential 
Components of Mine Escape, as contained in the Committee's report Improving Se(/~Lscupe 
ji-om Underground Cua/ Mines. When all is said and done. improving the chances of successful 
sclr-escape from tinucrground coal mines or sheltering in RAs if escupc is impossible is what this 
MSH/\ RA RFI is all about. 
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The Companies hope MSHA finds these comments to be helpful. Please know that 
representatives of the Companies are available to meet with MSHA at any mutually convenient 
time should the agency wish to discuss our views. 

Enclosures 

Copies w/o enclosures 

Honorable Joseph A. Main 
Patricia E. Silvey 
Kevin Stricklin 
Jeffrey Kravitz 
Reginald Richards 
Steven Gigliotti 
Heidi Strassler, Esq. 
April Nelson. Esq. 
Stephen Turow, Esq. 
Honorable John Howard 
Frank Hearl, P.E. 
Lew Wade, Ph.D. 
R.J. Matetic, Ph.D. 
Susan A. Moore, Ph.D. 

Sincerely, 

~ JYL: J:'1AW 
Edward M. Green 
Counsel to the Companies 
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